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The variable star KN Gem = AN 645.1936 was disovered by Morgenroth (1936), whosepubliation inludes a �nding hart. He attributed the star to possible U Gem variables:it was observed bright on a single plate, on January 24, 1936. The next night's plate doesnot show the star, it was fainter than 14:m5. The variability range was given as 13m tofainter than 15:m5. Beause of only one positive observation, the star was kept in atalogsof suspeted variables (Prager 2863, CSV 779), though the disoverer speially statedthat the objet did not look like a plate defet and probably was not a minor planet.Later Meinunger (1965) laimed that Morgenroth had mislassi�ed the star. Aordingto Meinunger's photographi observations, the star is red, belongs to Mira variables, andhas the light elements Max = 2428194 + 156:d0� E. This �nding was the reason for theGCVS team to give the star its �nal variable star designation. The only other paperknown to the author that apparently mentions positive observations of KN Gem belongsto the AFOEV team (1970). It states that the star was always at 13m during 91 visualobservations (JD 2439790{2440707).The GCVS group is now working on improved positions for all \old" variable stars.KN Gem attrated our speial attention beause Gulyaev (1995) had warned us that theharts by Morgenroth (1936) and by Tsessevih and Kazanasmas (1971) had di�erent starsindiated as KN Gem (as a rule, in suh ases we deide in favor of the hart publishedby the disoverer).We were surprised to �nd that there was no red star in the position of KN Gem.The Morgenroth (1936) hart, in agreement with the hart published by Brun and Petit(1959), leads to a region with several andidate stars from the US Naval ObservatoryA2.0 atalog, the brightest of them at 6h35m53:s94, +26Æ52058:001 (2000.0), with the bluemagnitude 15:m0 and the b� r olor index �0:m3. (The Tsessevih & Kazanasmas star isGSC 1888.143, its USNO A2.0 blue magnitude and olor index are respetively 13:m3 and0:m9.)Interesting enough, the hart in Morgenroth (1936), reprodued in Fig. 1, thoughlabeled \645.1936", atually shows two variable stars, 645.1936 and 646.1936. The latterstar is the designated GCVS star BR Gem. The GCVS gives for it the Mira type andthe light elements Max = 2439909 + 155:d80� E. A list of maxima of BR Gem, derivedfrom Sonneberg plates, was published by Van de Voorde (1943); all of them have theirounterparts in the list of maxima of KN Gem determined from Sonneberg plates byMeinunger (1965), deviations are within errors. Thus we de�nitely onlude that allMeinunger's results for KN Gem atually refer to BR Gem.
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Figure 1. The �nding hart from Morgenroth (1936). Aording to Morgenroth, the diameter of thedisplayed �eld is 100; south is on top. Of the two stars marked, 645.1936 = KN Gem is to the left and646.1936 = BR Gem, to the right

Figure 2. The 150 � 150 �eld around KN Gem (from the seond-generation Digitized Sky Survey, redimage). 1: the brightest USNO A2.0 andidate (see text); 2: the star marked in Tsessevih &Kazanasmas (1971). BR Gem = GSC 1888.611 is also shown
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I have heked 85 plates of the �eld taken with the 40-m astrograph of the CrimeanLaboratory, Sternberg Astronomial Institute, on JD 2433307{2438499 and 2445756{2447918. No outbursts have been deteted. The 15:m0 andidate, mentioned above, anbe slightly variable.My �nal onlusion is that KN Gem is no Mira but remains an unon�rmed U Gemvariable. The blue olor of the andidate makes the U Gem lassi�ation possible, but byno means proven.The stars mentioned above are identi�ed in Fig. 2. Astronomers having aess to theoriginal Morgenroth's plate of January 24, 1936 are enouraged to hek if the image ofKN Gem is atually no plate defet and to measure the star's aurate position.Our GCVS work is supported, in part, by grants from the Russian Foundation for BasiResearh and the Program of Support to Russia's Leading Sienti� Shools (grants 99-02-16333, 00-15-96627) and from the Russian Federal Sienti� and Tehnologial Program\Astronomy". I am grateful to Dr. S.V. Antipin for stimulating disussion.
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